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The last trek? 
June 16,1986 will go down in South Africa's 
history as the day Europe wrangled about 
how to seem to be hurting the apartheid 
reginne without actually doing it - while the 
black townships burnt. 

South Africa on that day lived under the 
shadow of its toughest state of emergency 
yet, a situation likely to last to its bitter end. 
Both phrases are peculiar to South African 
politics. An 'emergency' has in fact existed 
for decades, despite the smooth image of 
stability so successfully presented - and it 
was people calling themselves 'bitter
enders', hard-core Afrikaners, who had re
fused to accept the 1902 Boer war defeat, 
determined to wrest victory from the hated 
English. 

They did - in the 1948 elections, from 
which they created what they and the world 
came to know as 'apartheid', a racial social 
and economic system for the benefit of 
'whites only' - and the 'English' (english-
speaking South Africans) accepted it, just as 
the West became partners of a system they 
claim to abhor. 

Ten years ago it was schoolchildren who 
triggered off a revolt against that system. 
Some 15,000 children set off on a peaceful 
demonstration in the then unknown Johan
nesburg dormitory town of Soweto (South 
Western Townships) to show their objection 
to their second-class education. They were 
met by police bullets - and the sullen urban 
ghettoes erupted. 

June 16,1976 shook the world. In 1960, in 
another 'location', Sharpeville near 
Vereeniging, another industrial Transvaal 
town, a similar round of police bullets had 

killed 69 people who with millions of others 
had protested against the humiliation of the 
pass laws. Apartheid made world headlines 
for the first time. 

But the world's horror, white opposition, 
black bravery was met with brutality. A state 
of emergency was declared then as now. 
Thousands were arrested, black parties ban
ned, new security laws introduced, many 
white liberals emigrated and capital tempor
arily fled. 

An uneasy calm followed, broken by 
strikes in the early 70s which in turn led to 
some reforms in labour relations. But the 
conflagrations of 1960 and 1976 were simp
ly open manifestations of the reality - South 
Africa's permanent state of instability and 
the endemic explosive nature of its social 
system. 

The so-called Botha-led reforms which 
resulted in a complex new constitution in 
1983, introduced in the following year, 
finally exploded the myth of stability. Since 
the pomp and ceremony of September 1984 
which had taken place against 'township 
unrest'. South Africa has never been out of 
the headlines and death never out of the 
township streets. 

President Pieter Willem Botha, umpiring 
an uneasy match between white hardliners 
and 'moderates', continued to tinker with 
social engineering. But the time had long 
passed when the abolition of pass laws - as 
happened during May this year - opening 
restaurant doors to all-comers or adding 
another body to a three-tier parliamentary 
structure had any meaning for the black 
majority. 

They wanted apartheid dead - in every 
sense of the word. They had proved they 
would die in the attempt. Some 1,500 

people have been killed in the 22 months 
since September 1984: by police/army ac
tion, by township - and indeed rural ~ 
Africans turning on puppets and collabor
ators of the system, by vigilantes paid and 
incited by the authorities. 

Whites too have died - two (and an Indian) 
on the eve of the anniversary of bloody June 
16, when a car bomb exploded on a Durban 
beachfront. This was a new phenomenon, 
with the liberation movement, the African 
National Congress, previously careful to 
strike at military targets. 

Ahead of June 16, Botha placed two laws 
before his parliament - one to indemnify the 
security forces against any action taken 'in 
good faith' to quell unrest - the other giving 
wide powers to the police to detain anyone 
indefinitely without recourse to the courts. 

The laws were to have been passed in 
good time to allow security measures against 
threatened demonstrations and a general 
strike to mark the day. For the first time, 
however, the tame 'coloured' and Indian 
parliaments refused to rubberstamp the 
laws. They will be passed in due course, there 
are constitutional provisions for that, the 
whites being in overall control. But Botha 
had to pass a state of emergency at midnight 
of June 11. 

At dawn, 1,000 people had been detained 
and a further 2,000 are rumoured to have 
been detained since then. As for June 16, the 
day the European foreign ministers agonised 
over sanctions and referred the whole issue 
to a useful committee to mull over, millions 
of Africans went on strike and fear gripped 
South African whites. 

Under the state of emergency the media is 
muzzled. It is an offence to report on any
thing, from 'subversive' statements to secur
ity forces' actions. South Africa has always 
believed in killing the messenger. Now they 
also want to kill the message. 

The reason is simple. Odd though it may 
sound, Pretoria believes that the 'riots' in the 
labour reservoirs they call 'homelands', in the 
urban slums, are caused by 'communist 
agitators'. Once these have been removed, 
peace will return. The 'rioters' it is believed 
were incited by the media who gave them 
overseas coverage. 

This seeming logic was not defeated by the 
fact that during the 1985/6 state of 
emergency when the media was also kept 
out of riot-torn areas the death toll con
tinued to rise. 

The problem with faith - and belief in 
racial supremacy is faith - is that it defies 
logic or reason. Pretoria and its frightened 
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4'/^ million white citizens are now contem
plating 'going it alone', in the face of what
ever 'measures' the outside world may try or 
the desperate 24 million 'non-whites', so-
called, will do. For the 'bitter-enders' it could 
mean the last trek. 

Bloodshed is nothing new in South Africa. 
Bloodshed on the scale to come may be. 

Ruth Weiss 

Wapping 
warriors 
Sun journalists make unlikely labour move
ment heroes. But, for one brief and glorious 
day in early June, that is the role they 
occupied after they voted, by a tiny majority 
and against all expectations, not to continue 
working at Rupert Murdoch's fortress-like 
newspaper factory at Wapping. Their rebel
lion was promptly squashed by the personal 
intervention of Murdoch, who offered the 
beleaguered journalists a pay rise of 10% 
and other palliatives, including a swimming 
pool and gymnasium, to ease the pain of 
working behind the barbed wire. Most 
accepted, leaving a tiny handful of malcon
tents to join the ranks of the 'Wapniks' -
News International journalists who obeyed 
their union's instruction and refused to cross 
the picket lines that surround Wapping. 

But the significance of the vote will outlast 
the resolve of those who cast it. Sun journal
ists were originally among the most enthu
siastic supporters of the move away from 
Murdoch's old newspaper plants in central 
London. Their recent brief change of heart 
came after three months of bitter conflict 
outside the new workplace, and will be seen 
by some as a vindication of the strategy 
pursued by the militant London members of 
the print unions centrally involved in the 
dispute, the NGA and Sogat. 

By the beginning of June, that strategy 
seemed to be in disarray. Heavy picketing 
around Wapping had not halted a single 
issue of Murdoch's four titles, the Sun, the 
Sunday Times, The Times and the News of 
the World. Instead, it appeared to be divert
ing attention away from the real grievances 
behind the dispute - the dismissal of 5,500 
staff without compensation, and the 
banishing of the NGA and Sogat from Mur
doch's newspaper empire - and on to the 
issue of picket line violence and the police. 
Appeals for solidarity to other trade unionists 
were being ignored, with even Sogat mem
bers flouting their union's instruction and 

distributing Murdoch titles outside London. 
And the campaign to persuade the public to 
boycott the four papers was bringing little 
success - the Sunday Times continued its 
long-term decline in sales, while the other 
titles were remarkably buoyant, at least on 
management figures. 

It was the failure of the unions to make any 
progress on their central demands - rein
statement of sacked members and re
cognition at Wapping - which fuelled ex
pectations that News International's 'final' 
offer of £50 million in compensation plus the 
old Gray's Inn Road plant would be accepted, 
at least by the major union involved, Sogat. 
Indeed, the offer had the tacit support of 
Brenda Dean, Sogat's general secretary, who 
was emphatic that no more could be 
squeezed out of the union. 

Her striking members disagreed. By a 
convincing majority they voted to reject the 
offer, spurning the money and restating the 
key demands in the dispute in a display of 
militancy that took most observers by sur
prise, not least Dean. The rejection of the 
package coincided with mounting criticism 
of her leadership from sections of the Lon
don membership, particularly her less than 
enthusiastic support for mass picketing and 
her decision to obey the courts and lift the 
union instruction not to handle News Inter
national titles. 

An uneasy peace was restored within the 
union at its conference in Scarborough a 
week later, with Dean recognising the mili
tancy of her London members and reaffirm
ing her commitment to jobs and recognition 
at Wapping. 

But there was little sign of a new strategy 
capable of translating that commitment into 
reality. The union leadership has made it 
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focus 
dear that it does not believe mass picketing 
can force a solution. And it wishes to avoid 
risking further sequestration of its funds by 
issuing instructions not to handle News 
International titles which its members will 
simply ignore. Other groups of workers, such 
as the TGWU lorry drivers central to News 
International's distribution network, are no 
more likely than before to obey orders not to 
cross picket lines. The electricians working 
inside Wapping could still play a key role in 
ending the dispute, but they may prove 
reluctant to abandon the high wages they 
have grown accustomed to in response to 
appeals from the TUC, or even instructions 
from the EETPU. 

And, while Dean has courted public opin
ion with great skill and has won much 
sympathy for her sacked members, she faces 
a difficult task trying to persuade Sun and 
Times readers, no great lovers of the print 
unions or indeeed any other unions, to 
boycott their newspapers. 

So it's back to the unhappy Wapping 
journalists, who now hold one of the keys to 
the dispute. As new technology is ushered 
into the newspaper industry, journalists are 
inheriting the jobs of print union members -
the pickets at Wapping must now be hoping 
that they also inherit some of the traditional 
Fleet Street militancy if defeat is to be 
averted. 

The spark of resistance at the Sun may 
have been snuffed out, but it did suggest 
that the picketing was at last having some 
effect. Journalists at The Times and Sunday 
Times, proud of their reputation for inde
pendence and integrity, have never been 
comfortable in the role of Murdoch's stooges 
in his battle with the unions. Their discomfort 
is greatly increased by the constant taunts of 

The Wapping dispute has seen big tnobilisations of police and tnany bitter clashes. Here police clear picked from Glamis Road. 
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